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Note on Symmetric Group and Classical Invariant 

Theory 

Nur Hamid, Masashi Kosuda, Manabu Oura 

Abstract 

In this paper, we construct the analogue theory of Eisenstein series in classical 
invariant theory. The groups appearing from the construction are also investigated. 

1 Introduction 

Eisenstein series can give very concrete example of modular forms. By corresponding 
combinatorics and modular forms, we introduced the concept of E-polynomials. 

On the other hand, classical invariant theory plays important roles in many branches 
of mathematics. Here we show a construction of the analogue theory of Eisenstein series. 

We give an investigation of graded and centralizer ring that appear. 

2 Classical Invariant Theory 

We begin the discussion by a ground form of degree m 

f=言糾じ）t『悶

for a positive number m. While 6, 6 are transformed according to 

(6む） = (t e)A (" 1 2 contragrediently) , 

f changes into a form of the new variables (~, 砂withthe coefficients uも叫..., u伝
where 

(n~(A)~CJ 
To shorten, we write u'= (A) u. 

m 
We operate SL(2, C) on C[u] = C[u。墨1,. ・・エ]by the above representation and 

consider the invariant subring S(2, m) defined by: 

S(2,m) := {J E C[u]: J(u') = J(u), vA E SL(2,C)}. 
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It is known that S(2, m) is of finite type over C and here we consider only invariants 
of even degree and denote it by S(2, m)見

In order to obtain the useful construction of invariants, we shall interpret the ground 
form as 

m 

f=u。II伯ー e心）．
i=l 

The fundamental theorem of symmetric functions gives the explicit relations between u岱

andらs.At any rate, the following lemma is a construction of invariants we expected (cf 
[2]). 

Lemma 1 An expression of the form 

叫L(切ー cj)(咋ー釘）．．．，

in which every Ei appears r times in each product and which is symmetric in釘， E2,... ,Em 
can be considered as an invariant of degree r. 

3 Preliminaries 

Let g be a positive integer. We start with a ground form of degree 2g + 2 

2g+2 
f = LU; (2g + 2) (2g+2)-,' 

i 
i=O 

2g+2 

t1 ら

= uo ITに―e心）．
i=l 

We would like to concentrate on one type of invariants we shall define now. We fix the 
following polynomial 

芦 =U炉(c1-E2色(c3―叫2n,,,(c2g+l -E2g+2)2n. 

We denote by G the symmetric group of degree 2g+2. The group G acts on the polynomial 

ring C[ci, ... , c29+2l邸 F(...'ら，...)"= F(...'年，...).The stabilizer G'P2n of i.f)2n is 
defined by the elements of G that do not move <p2n, 

p ropos1t10n 2 The group G 'P2n can be generated by the (g + l) + 2 elements 

(1 2), (3 4), ... , (2g + 1 2g + 2), 

(1 3)(2 4), (1 3 5 ... 2g + 1)(2 4 ... 2g + 2) 

and is isomorphic to Cり+i~Sg+l·In particular, Gや2ndoes not depend on n. 

We denote by K the group G中2nand by K the cardinality of K¥G. 
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4 Result 

In this section, we investigate the subring of S(2, 2g + 2). 
We set 

麟 =Lふ，
K¥G蒟

which is actually an element of degree 2n in S(2, 2g + 2) by Lemma 1. We shall denote 

by Ag the ring generated by 1jJ2n (n = 1, 2, ...) over C. The ring Ag is a subring of the 

invariant ring S(2, 2g + 2). 

Theorem 3 The ring Ag is finitely generated over C and generated byむ，山，．．．，ゅ恥

Theorem 4 (1) A1 is generated byむ，如 andcoincides with S(2, 4)e. 
(2) A2 is generated byむ，叫，如，叫。 andcoincides with S(2, 6)色

(3) A3 is strictly smaller than S(2, 8)見

Now we explore combinatorial properties of the permutation group arising from the 

action of G on D = K¥G. Define a permutation group(] as a representation of G on D. 
Let G1 be the stabilizer of a point 1. For each orbit△, we define an adjacency matrix 

氾（△）＝（噂，， by

1 ヨgsuch that 1 g = /3 and ag―i E△ 心＝｛。。therwise
(1) 

Denote the matrices平（△） by A。=l,Aい…，山 wheredis class of association scheme. 

It is known that the matrices A。=I, A1, ... , Ad generate an algebra, called bose-Mesner 
algebra別ofthe association scheme笈

Denote叩） be the centralizer of algebra of the k-th tensor representation of G. We 

have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5 For g = 2, we have that 

~(k) 竺 {3M1
④ iEJMi 

1

2

 

―
-
＞
-

k

k

 

詞＝屈謂A

= (ak, bk, ck, dk, ek, !k, 9k, hk, ik,Jk, k砂，

where I = { ak, bk, ck, dk, ek, fk, 9k, hk, ik, ]k, lk} and 
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ak = _!_(l5k-l -7k + 7_3k-2 -8) 
48 
1 

伐＝ー(3.15k-l-7k + 4) 
16 
1 

ek = -(5.15k-l + 7k -24.3k-2 -4) 
24 
1 

保＝ー(5.15k-l-3.7k + 84.3k-2 -12 
48 
1 

ik = -(3.15k-l + 7k + 2.3り
16 

似=_!_
48 

(15k-l + 7k + 6Q.3k-2 + 20) 

Corollary 6 We have that 

1. 叩） is commutative if and only if k = l. 

2. The dimension of汎(k)can be obtained by 

bk= _!_(5.15k-l + 7k -24.3k-2 -4) 
48 

dk = __!__ 
48 

(5.15k-l + 3.7k + 66.3k-2) 

fk =~(15k-1 -3k-l) 

1 
加＝ー(5.15k-l-7k -5_3k-2 + 4) 

24 
1 

)k = -(5.15k-l -7k + 3Q.3k-2 -8) 
48 

1 
dim釘＝一(152k+ 15.72k + 100.32k + 300). 

720 

We apply the Corollary 6 for k = l, .. , 5. The following table is the result. 

k l 2 3 4 

dim糾） 13 132 18373 3680582 8067~6423 
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